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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
Increase safety and reduce the operational overhead
associated with managing your organization’s physical assets

Do you want to improve
performance and profitability
through the digitization of your
asset maintenance processes?
How about making timely and
accurate maintenance decisions
based on quality data from
across your assets?
Want to ensure complete
handover documentation
between functional teams
to reduce errors and avoid
safety issues?
Do you need to cut costs
while maintaining asset
management compliance?

Qellus solves the challenges associated with untrusted asset information.
We use leading OpenText, SAP and EAM platforms combined with
our extensive business expertise to optimize your asset management
processes, reduce unplanned downtime, and lower maintenance costs.
For industries such as Energy, Oil & Gas, Utilities, Mining, and Life Sciences,
performance and profitability are directly influenced by how efficiently assets are
managed. To operate efficiently, organizations must be able to leverage information
about enterprise assets across functional teams and be confident in the completeness of the asset and maintenance information residing in their Enterprise Asset
Management (EAM) systems.

Realize the art of the possible
The best practice of Enterprise Asset Management is clear, but how do you turn
that into meaningful changes for your organization? We partner with your teams
on the ground to implement a new vision of what is possible. Our expertise in
enterprise processes allows us to quickly get to the heart of your challenges and
deliver outstanding results. We provide integrated asset management solutions
and the technical know-how to implement them.

Optimize business processes and ensure compliance
Our expertise speeds up your implementation times and optimizes the right
business processes, the first time. We simplify the process of collecting, storing,
and sharing plant maintenance documentation and associating it with assets
managed within leading applications such as SAP, Maximo and Infor. By increasing
in-process collaboration related to work instructions and materials safety, you
increase productivity while reducing regulatory and risks.
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Why choose Qellus?
At Qellus we have decades of experience implementing SAP and OpenText
solutions that facilitate content sharing and management supporting core ERP
processes. Qellus extends your organization’s knowledge of plant maintenance
and engineering through our vast experience with information management. We
do not only include asset data but introduce relevant content that is crucial to the
management of your enterprise assets across procurement, plant maintenance,
engineering, and your external business partners.
Our customers receive the missing link to increase the utilization of their ERP and
EAM solutions. This drives meaningful change across organizations to reduce
unplanned downtime, lower overall service, and maintenance costs, and increase
the actual production rate.
We offer:

• Innovation and product leadership
• Functional, business and technical expertise
• Decades of expertise in SAP and OpenText
Benefits
Reduce downtime and shorten repair cycles thanks to
years of functional expertise
Ensure safety and compliance by improving data
access & consistency
Speed up implementation times and optimize business
processes by getting right the first time
Increase participation across the lifecycle of content
related to enterprise assets
Get the most out of your ERP and EAM solutions while
increasing productivity
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